Recruitment Solutions: Acoustics | Noise | Vibration
Since 2004, MSA has provided a bespoke recruitment service to clients and candidates working in Acoustics, Noise and Vibration. As
a niche recruiter in this sector, we have developed a comprehensive understanding of the industry enabling us to provide candidates
with a wealth of information and a consultative approach to securing your next career move. We are currently recruiting for the
positions listed below – and for a comprehensive list of our current vacancies, please visit: www.msacareers.co.uk/vacancies

Senior Buildings Acoustician | Liverpool Street, London | up to £47,000 + Flexible Working + Benefits
Our client is an independent specialist design consultancy providing Acoustic Design services to a wide variety of projects in
the built environment. Following significant growth in their UK and overseas markets they are seeking to recruit a Senior /
Principal Acoustic Consultant, who can help to grow and shape their Acoustics business. Candidates wishing to apply should
have a minimum of 5 years’ experience in delivering acoustic support to a wide range of building related projects. You will
be able to demonstrate excellent technical skills coupled with project management and business development skills. You will
assist and manage the acoustic input to our acoustics project portfolio. You will have the opportunity to play a key role in
the growth of the business and work on some exciting challenging project across the UK and Internationally. You will be
based within our Liverpool Street offices in London. Home working and flexible working arrangements are also possible and
part time roles may also be considered for the right candidates.
Senior / Principal Environmental Noise Consultant: | Leicester | up to £55,000 + Benefits
This role represents a fantastic opportunity to lead the small noise team within a fast growing independent Environmental &
Engineering consultancy. Your role will involve project management of complex schemes across residential (planning),
commercial, retail, roads and mixed-use development schemes. You will be technically robust, proficient in the use of
CADNA modelling software and be familiar with all noise related legislation across the planning process. Knowledge of air
quality monitoring / legislation would be beneficial, as would staff management experience.
Architectural Acoustician | London (Fenchurch Street) | up to £55,000 + Benefits
My client is offering a unique opportunity with great prospects. They are looking for a Senior / Principal consultant with a
demonstrable background in acoustic design for hotels, cinemas, offices and high end residential developments. Based near
Fenchurch Street station, you will have the opportunity to lead and grow an already well established London client base
working alongside a team of multi-discipline engineers and consultants. You will also be responsible for mentoring a
Graduate Acoustician and helping to further develop the team moving forward. They offer flexible home working when
required in an autonomous and mature environment.
Senior Environmental Noise Consultant | Edinburgh | 40,000 + Bonus + Pension
Our client is an independent Environmental Consultancy offering a range of services to clients including Ecological and GIS
and Environmental Impact Assessments, and GIS mapping. They currently have an opening for an Acoustics consultant to
lead the noise capability working alongside a multi-discipline team delivering on projects such as onshore wind, large
infrastructure and commercial developments. Your role will involve full life cycle management of projects, meeting clients
and other stakeholders, assisting with development of new business opportunities, noise mapping and modelling. The ideal
candidate will have around 4 or more years experience in noise consultancy, a relevant degree (and/or Institute of Acoustics
Diploma), a thorough knowledge of current standards and legislation (wind farms / industrial / housing), along with excellent
interpersonal and communication skills. This is a unique opportunity to help grow the Noise division, as the company
receives a regular stream of enquiries for Noise related work across Scotland and the North of England & Wales. The role will
be Edinburgh based, but regular home working will be available.
Senior Noise Consultant: | Maidstone, Kent | up to £40,000 + Benefits
Our client is looking to hire a Senior Noise Consultant to support the existing team in the delivery of high-quality noise and
vibration services. The position will be based in their Maidstone office. The successful candidate will be the sole Acoustician
within that office, and as such must be able to provide the full range of consultancy services to clients, from initial
consultation to delivery of clear, concise final reports. The role will involve managing projects, conducting Noise Impact
Assessments, maintaining client relationships, supporting business development / tender bids – as well as advising clients in
a range of sectors, including renewables, residential, construction. Candidates should possess at least 4 years’ experience in
Acoustics, hold a degree in Acoustics or related discipline, have a track record of delivering high-quality acoustics-related
insight to clients, and be able to identify business opportunities and prepare marketing campaigns.
To apply for these positions please e-mail your CV in complete confidence to: info@msacareers.co.uk

or call Jim to discuss 0121 421 2975
MSA Limited is acting as an employment agency on behalf of our clients

